The following items will be a bit different visually in the new version of Kronos. Basic functionality has not changed due to the upgrade.

New Log-On Screen

![Kronos Log-On Screen]

Time off request e-mails

Before: E-mail came from Kronos_Admin_web0#@clemson.edu

After: E-mail will come from KronosPROD@clemson.kronos.net

New Feature in each tab to let you refresh or X out of the tab

![New Feature in each tab]
Classic View

This is a view of Kronos using the Classic View. At Clemson University, we use a Navigator View. If you see this view, you need to sign out and then sign back in with the new URL, which will be sent after the upgrade is completed.

Stacked vs Side-by-side

Before:

Show All Home and Transferred-in
Time Period Current Pay Period

After:

Show Bud Ctr 01 - VPANR
Time Period Current Pay Period

This impacts the following widgets:

- Employee Information
- Manager Information
- Pay Period Overview
- Pay Period Totals
- PeopleSoft Totals
- Primary Department Summary
- Reconcile Timecard
- Terminated Employees
- Schedule Editor
- Signoff Checklist
New Arrangement of icons at the top of the Request Time Off screen

Before:

After:
Manage Time Off Requests Calendar Drop-down

The Calendar List within the drop down is arranged in the opposite order than it was before the upgrade. The information is the same, just listed differently.

Before:

After: